Bell Announces Purchase Agreement for Third
HEMS Bell 429 to Air Zermatt
Third Bell 429 aircraft selected for search and rescue operations in Swiss Alps

Cologne, Germany (10 November, 2022) – Bell Textron Inc., a Textron Inc. (NYSE: TXT)
company, announced a signed purchase agreement for a Bell 429 to Air Zermatt. This marks the third
Bell HEMS-configured aircraft to operate in the Swiss transportation and rescue company’s active fleet.
“Air Zermatt operates in one of the most demanding environments in the world to perform search and
rescue missions,” said Patrick Moulay, senior vice president, International Commercial Business, Bell.
“Their acquisition of a third Bell 429 for their HEMS missions is a true testament to their trust in Bell and
its aircraft.”
Air Zermatt has continually evolved through its more than 50-year history, growing its rescue operations
from one aircraft to a fleet of eleven helicopters. Transport and tourist flights and rescue operations from
the simple to the extreme can be carried out with this fleet.
“Bell has always supported our operations with excellent aircraft and support. The Bell 429 is in class of
its own, and continues to offer reliable, superior performance for our search and rescue missions,” said
Gerold Biner, CEO, Air Zermatt. “We look forward to adding another HEMS-configured Bell 429 to our
fleet and increasing our search and rescue support to the community in the Swiss Valais.”
Air Zermatt utilizes the Customer Advantage Plan Premier program for simple and straightforward
maintenance cost plans. The plan provides customers with budget certainty, access to Bell’s rotable pool
of parts and competitive rates when using a Bell authorized service center, which are available worldwide.
The Bell 429 is the most successful Bell model in Europe in the corporate, HEMS and law enforcement
segments with more than 400 aircraft operating worldwide. With the optimal design for passenger mobility
and healthcare emergency services, the Bell 429 has the most cabin space in the light twin helicopter
market, with flat flooring and seven passenger seating. Combined with smooth flight characteristics and
high reliability, the cabin can also comfortably fit two litter carriers, another significant benefit for HEMS
operations.
For more information, visit the Bell website.
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About Bell
Thinking above and beyond is what we do. For more than 80 years, we’ve been reimagining the
experience of flight – and where it can take us.
We are pioneers. We were the first to break the sound barrier and to certify a commercial
helicopter. We were aboard NASA’s first lunar mission and brought advanced tiltrotor systems
to market. Today, we’re defining the future of on-demand mobility.
Headquartered in Fort Worth, Texas – as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Textron Inc., – we have
strategic locations around the globe. And with nearly one quarter of our workforce having
served, helping our military achieve their missions is a passion of ours.
Above all, our breakthrough innovations deliver exceptional experiences to our customers.
Efficiently. Reliably. And always, with safety at the forefront.
About Textron:
Textron Inc. is a multi-industry company that leverages its global network of aircraft, defense,
industrial and finance businesses to provide customers with innovative solutions and services.
Textron is known around the world for its powerful brands such as Bell, Cessna, Beechcraft,
Pipistrel, Jacobsen, Kautex, Lycoming, E-Z-GO, Arctic Cat, and Textron Systems. For more
information, visit: www.textron.com
Certain statements in this press release are forward-looking statements which may project
revenues or describe strategies, goals, outlook or other non-historical matters; these statements
speak only as of the date on which they are made, and we undertake no obligation to update or
revise any forward-looking statements. These statements are subject to known and unknown
risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause our actual results to differ materially from
those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements including, but not limited to,
changes in aircraft delivery schedules or cancellations or deferrals of orders.

